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ABSTRACT

The credibility of cloud service is the key to the success of the application of cloud services. The dual servers of master server and backup server are applied to cloud services, which can improve the availability of cloud services. In the past, the failures between master server and backup server could be detected by heartbeat algorithm. Because of lacking cloud user’s evaluation, the authors put forward a credible cloud service model based on behavior Graphs and tripartite decision-making mechanism. By the quantitative of cloud users’ behaviors evidences, the construction of behavior Graphs and the judgment of behavior, they select the most credible cloud user. They combine the master server, the backup server and the selected credible cloud user to determine the credibility of cloud service by the tripartite decision-making mechanism. Finally, according to the result of credible judgment, the authors could decide whether it will be switched from the master server to the backup server.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the high-speed development of cloud computing (Udoh and Hsu, 2013), the emerging cloud services, underlying supported by cloud platform, and the use of convenience provided by cloud computing face a variety of new security threats at the same time. The credible cloud service becomes an important object of study for cloud computing (Wang et al., 2015). Chief officer of RSA said that, in the process of enterprise’s apply migration to a third party cloud, Credibility is the first thing to consider. Cloud services can be smoothly promotion depends on the credibility of cloud service (Xu et al., 2012). Formerly, the credibility of cloud service often is stiffly divided into two aspects, respectively, to be studied: (1) Cloud server’s credibility: a large number of important sensitive information are stored in the cloud, so it is important of the cloud server’s credibility (Srinivisan 2012). A cloud service based on cloudy or cooperation between cloud and cloud is proposed by scholars, that cloudy collaboration (multi-clouds cooperation) (Alzain et al., 2012); Compared with the single server nodes of cloud service, multiple cloud server could be obtained by the information interaction between their respective credible judgment, which effectively reduces the cloud user’s security problems (Trostle 2006), in this model, the access to multiple cloud servers’ information are delayed and difficult. (2) The credibility of users that enjoy the cloud service: The Distributed Denial of Service attacks (DDoS), the traditional way of security attacks, has become a new threat of
cloud services. The malicious users consume resources, makes the cloud service unavailable to other legitimate users. malicious users fake credible users to hide their identity, they didn’t give a reliable judgment, which causes an incredibility Cloud Service. One will ensure that the cloud user’s identity authenticity and credibility behavior, the technology of identity authentication is mature, but that doesn’t prevent the identity authentication failure or malicious cloud users’ behavior on the system of legal status, so behavior of analysis and effective control is another research focus on the current cloud computing (Chen et al., 2011). The credibility of the judge in cloud services that is combined with credible cloud user and the cloud servers.

2. THE RELATED WORK

At present, the comprehensive cloud user behavior and cloud server’s credibility evaluation research is still rare, but respectively from the aspects of cloud users and cloud server’s credible study have been made.

2.1. The Credibility of Cloud User Behavior

Lv Yanxia et al. (2013) proposed a credible evaluation and control of the user behavior analysis based on cloud environment FANP. Zhang kai et al. (2014) for the current role in cloud computing access control’s changing over time, the dynamic problems, presented a cloud computing access control model based on user behavior trust. Jiang Ze et al. (2011) used multidimensional decision attribute to measuring the user behaviors’ credibility. Elaine et al. (2011) put forward a kind of implicit authentication of user identity based on user behavior method, this method utilized mobile devices to collect user behavior information, simulated user behavior, implicitly authenticated user. Khazzar and Savage (2010) used psychology to study the credibility of the user behavior authentication system, by the user in response to user behavior information of 3 D maze, authenticated the user identity. Accuracy is 88.33%. Almenarez et al. (2004) proposed the PTM (pervasive trust management model base d on D - S theory) model to define the dynamic trust model based on universal between the domain of environment, with the improved evidence theory (d - S theory) method to model, the trust evaluation using probability weighted average method. Brosso et al. (2010) proposed a theory based on user behavior analysis of continuous certification system, in the environmental information to extract a cloud user behavior evidence, the user is divided into different levels of trust, in the process of fuzzification based on related rules to determine the weight of each parameter, through a neural fuzzy logic, we continuously updated database of user behavior, keep the user behavior credible.

2.2. Research for the Credibility of Cloud Service

Al Zain et al. (2012) proposed a cloudy collaboration based on the related architecture and security risk analysis method. In view of the behaviors of cloud services, literature (Xie et al., 2013) based on the theory of membership cloud service behavior trust evaluation model is established, the model doesn’t include the effects of user behavior analysis of cloud. Literature (Niyato et al., 2012) multiple cloud service providers’ collaboration is presented in this resource pool, mobile applications provide services for the cloud environment, and introduce the best algorithm to control access to achieve maximum profit. Trostle (2006) put forward multiple cloud servers that can use the exchange of information between each other to get their own credibility, increase participants, reduce the security risk for the cloud user. In the Cloud environment, users of DDoS attacks have become a problem which couldn’t be ignored, but the traditional defense methods couldn’t be directly used in the cloud environment. Literature (Shen et al., 2012), under the complex network environment, we carried out on the server cluster comprehensive monitoring and effective management and focused on mass multi-types server monitoring and warning technology of the data center. Liu and Bi (2012) presented an intrusion detection model, in the model, each cloud server has its own intrusion detection system, each set of cluster servers has an intrusion detection of a dedicated server for management, which is responsible
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